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European Cultural Heritage Strategy for the 21st Century

Limassol, Cyprus

Conference organised by the Council of Europe in co-operation with the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Cyprus, in the framework of the Cypriot Chairmanship of the Council of Europe.

AGENDA

Starts: Thursday, 6 April 2017 at 8:45 am, Evagoras Lanitis Centre (Carob Mill)
Ends: Friday, 7 April 2017 at 19.00 pm, Wine villages, Limassol district
THURSDAY, 6 APRIL 2017
LOCATION: Evagoras Lanitis Centre (Carob Mills), Limassol

8.30
Departure by bus from Alasia Hotel
Departure by bus from Curium Hotel

8.45 - 9.15 Registration of the participants

Opening of the Conference
9.15 - 9.45

Opening Speeches:
Mr. Socrates Hasikos, Minister of Interior
Mr. Nicos Nicolaides, Mayor of Limassol
Ms. Athena Aristotelous Cleridou, Director of the Department of Town Planning and Housing
Mr. Eladio Fernández Galiano, Head of Culture, Nature and Heritage Department, Directorate of Democratic Governance (DGII), Council of Europe

9.45 - 10.15

Introduction - Mr. Kimmo Aulake, Chair of the Steering Committee for Culture, Heritage and Landscape (CDCPP), Council of Europe

Presentation of the Strategy 21 - Mr. Pierre Paquet, General Inspector Public Service of Wallonia, Operational Directorate General for Spatial Planning, Housing, Heritage and Energy, Department of Heritage

10.15 - 10.45 Coffee break, provided by the hosts

10.45 - 11.45

Session 1 - Social Component

Introduction to the Component - Ms. Rusudan Mirzikashvili, COMUS Project Officer, Council of Europe Office in Georgia.

Introduction to the example - Ms. Androulla Vasiliou, Vice President of Europa Nostra

Example: “I am the Museum” - Ms. Aida Kalender, Employees and activist National Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina in Sarajevo (EUROPA NOstra 2016, Grand Prix category Dedicated Service)
11.45 - 12.45  

**Session 2 - Economic and Territorial Development Component**  

*Introduction to the Component* - Mr. Terry O’Regan, Landscape Alliance Ireland, Council of Europe expert  

*Example:* "The digital approach on saving Historic Buildings: Project HERMeS" - Mr. Pavlos Chatzigrigoriou  
PhD, postdoc Researcher, Digital Heritage Research Lab, Cyprus University of Technology  

**12.50 - 14.30**  
Lunch at “Karatello” restaurant, next to the conference hall, will be provided by the hosts  

14.30 - 15.30  

**Session 3 - Knowledge and Education Component**  

*Introduction to the Component* - Ms. Claire Giraud-Labalte, ENCATC Ambassador on Heritage, Council of Europe expert  

*Example:* “Two smart projects for future: Slovak experience with cost-effective monument protection” - Mr. Branislav Reznik, Head of the Department of preventive maintenance of monuments, Monuments Board, Slovak Republic.  

Moderator for the 3 Components: Ms. Ana Schoebel, Programme manager Strategy 21, Council of Europe  

15.30 - 15.50  
Discussion  

**Session 4 - Local Context**  

15.50 - 16.00  

*Introduction to the visit of the next day*  
Ms. Irene Hadjisavva, Planning Officer, Department of Town Planning and Housing  

16.00 - 16.15  

*Heritage policies and the city of Limassol*  
Mr. Antonis Charalampous, Municipal Engineer of Limassol Municipality  

**16.15 - 16.30**  
Coffee break provided by the hosts  

16.30 - 17.30  
Examples on Strategy implementation throughout the city, *a walk in Limassol*  
Buses from the Carob Mills to the hotels  

19.30  
*Cocktail at “Koudounari” Residence and Dinner at “Kypriakon” tavern, provided by the hosts*  
Buses from the “Kypriakon” tavern to the hotels
FRIDAY, 7 APRIL 2017
LOCATION: Omodos Monastery, Limassol district

Departure by bus at 8.30 from Curium Hotel and at 8.45 from Alasia Hotel

9.00 - 9.40
Trip to Omodos

9.40 - 10.00
Welcome coffee in the village

10.00 - 10.45
Cypriot heritage policies and the Local Development Pilot Project for the wine villages of Limassol
Ms. Irene Hadjisavva, Planning Officer, Department of Town Planning and Housing
Ms. Evi Fiouri, Archaeological Officer, Department of Antiquities
Ms. Thekla Papontoniou, Officer, UNESCO National Commission

10.45 - 11.00
Discussion

11.00 - 12.00
“Heritage 3.0. New challenges and opportunities” - Mr. Pier Luigi Sacco, Council of Europe, Professor of Economics, IULM University of Milan
“Outlook of the Council of Europe support activities for the implementation of the Strategy 21” -
Ms. Kathrin Merkle, Head of Culture and Cultural Heritage Division, Directorate of Democratic Governance (DG II), Council of Europe

12.00 - 12.15
Conclusions

12.15 - 13.30
Examples, based on local tangible and intangible heritage, of a possible implementation of the Strategy 21 in wine villages, a walk in Omodos

13.30 - 15.30
Traditional Lunch at “Kyr Yiannis” tavern
Local food as an example of intangible heritage, transmission of traditions and source of local development

15.30 - 17.30
A visit to “Vouni” wine village

19.00
Return to Limassol
Free evening